FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Personal Empowerment Expert Kimleigh Smith Signs Publishing Deal With CelebrityPress
For Book, “The Winning Way.”
Kimleigh Smith will team with CelebrityPress, a leading book publishing company, and
several of the world’s leading business professionals to release the new book, “The Winning
Way.”
Orlando, FL – April 10, 2014 – Critically acclaimed actress, playwright, and author Kimleigh
Smith has joined a select group of leading business experts from around the world, along with
best-selling author and speaker, Brian Tracy, to co-write the forthcoming book titled, The
Winning Way: The World's Leading Entrepreneurs and Professionals Share How They are
Winning in Life and Business and You Can Too! Nick Nanton, Esq. along with business partner,
JW Dicks, Esq., the leading agents to Celebrity Experts® worldwide, recently signed a
publishing deal with each of these authors to contribute their expertise to the book, which will be
released under their CelebrityPress™ imprint.
Kimleigh Smith is an author, accomplished actress, and the founder
of the “Embrace Your Cape!” philosophy. She is dedicated to helping
people discover their personal superhero, own their power, and find
emotional freedom. She holds a BS in Psychology from Emporia
State University in Kansas and has had a long and successful career
as an actor and storyteller. Some of her many television credits
include The Mentalist, Parenthood, Lincoln Heights, and Heroes.
Garry Marshall cast her in her first major motion picture, "The
Princess Diaries." Make sure to watch Kimleigh strut her
stuff as Marzipan in the new Jason Bateman film, "Bad Words".
Kimleigh wrote and continues to tour her solo show “T-O-T-A-L-LY!”, a remarkably honest and open performance about her rape, the
obstacles she overcame on her journey to heal, and the lessons she’s
learned. “T-O-T-A-L-L-Y!” has garnered her universal praise and multiple awards, including the
Washington Post’s “Editor’s Pick” (Capital Fringe), one of Wall Street Journal’s “Top Shows To
Watch” (Fringe New York), and the “Best In Theatre Award” and “Top Of Fringe Award”
(Hollywood Fringe).
Steven Leigh Morris of the LA Weekly says of Kimleigh, “She is without shame and she’s earned
that right. There’s not a trace of self-pity; rather, super-hero determination.”
Amy Sarch, The Director of General Education at Shenandoah University writes that, “Kimleigh
has become a legend and thanks to this legend, sexual assault awareness and prevention has
become a part of Shenandoah University’s public discourse.”

Kimleigh is a highly sought-after performer, keynote speaker and life coach, and teaches
transformative workshops on topics such as Living Authentically and Powerfully, Healing
Through Forgiveness, and Owning Your Story.
CelebrityPress™ describes The Winning Way:
By definition, winning means that you competed and you came out ahead. Human nature
requires us to compete in order to survive. Therefore, winning and survival have the
element of success in common. To ascend to a winning position, you need a goal, a desire
to achieve it, and the qualities of discipline, perseverance and action to attain it.
Having your goal and setting yourself up to achieve your goal is the first step in the
process. You adjust your mindset and begin to plan diligently. Goals may be as different
as DNA, but methodologies have much in common. Furthermore, your plans and
expectations will need adjustments as you go along. That is why the knowledge shared by
the CelebrityExperts® in this book will be of importance to you.
The advice and suggestions of these CelebrityExperts® are based on their experiences –
both their accomplishments and their shipwrecks. The knowledge they share will allow
you to make plans that can propel you in the right direction. That is the function of a
mentor – to guide you where you are going and to advise what to avoid.
The royalties from this project will be given to Entrepreneur’s International Foundation, a not for
profit organization dedicated to creating unique launch campaigns to raise money and awareness
for charitable causes. The book is tentatively scheduled for release in June 2014.
Begin your superhero journey and learn to embrace your cape by contacting Kimleigh at:
www.embraceyourcape.com, kimleigh@embraceyourcape.com,
www.facebook.com/EYCbyTotallyKimleigh and www.twitter.com/totallykimleigh
About Celebrity Press™:
Celebrity Press™ is a leading business, health and wellness book publisher that publishes books
from thought leaders around the world. Celebrity Press™ has published books alongside Jack
Canfield, Brian Tracy, Dan Kennedy, Dr. Ivan Misner, Robert Allen and many of the biggest
experts across diverse fields. CelebrityPress™ has helped launch over 1400 best-selling authors
to date.
Learn more at http://www.celebritypresspublishing.com
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